Before the entry of Whatsapp, for cyclists, everything related to cycling was discussed on
Facebook. However, things today have taken a turn. Cyclists now have access to multiple
groups in diﬀerent cities that they can be a part of. Here, they can not only get solutions to
their cycling problem but also meet like-minded people, share and discuss ‘cycling’ instantly.
You also get to hear some funny instances, sale post and a hell lot more.
While cycling groups are out there in dozens, there are just a few that keep beeping all day
long. Some are so boring, it leaves us wondering, are people even alive? But then, it’s
cycling, how could you probably leave?
To give you more insights, here are a few popular cycling groups that exist in your city! We
personally are a part of these groups and would surely recommend you to join them!
Popular Whatsapp groups in Mumbai:Cyc’d Riders Club:
Aimed at getting cyclist from south Mumbai together, Cyc’d Riders Club is all about riding
hard, riding long, riding together and having loads of fun.
Cycling advice, cycling tips, sale post are some of the popular topics that are spoken in this
group!
If you’re from South Mumbai, be a part of this group.
Where do they ride often?
1.Marine Drive
2.Worli Sea Face
3. Lonavala
4. BKC
5. Vashi
Fast & Furious” F&F riders:
Fast & Furious” F&F riders ride 6 days a week. Normal weekday rides are approx 50+ kms
and generally mid-paced to fast. We often do Century rides on Sundays. The group is well
known across the city for its amazing punctuality where rides start exactly the minute it is
supposed to and generally keep to a time schedule. The group generally start rides from Juhu
and in fact include riders from Juhu to Bandra and a few from South Mumbai and Borivali as
well.
Ghatkopar Cycling Group(GCC):
If you’re looking to have fun, stay ﬁt and get a lot of pictures clicked, GCC does it the best.
The group members actively ride long as well as short rides with cyclist joining from all parts
of the city.
Where do they ride often?
1.Marine Drive
2.Worli Sea Face
3. EEH
Buddy Riders:
Why should South Mumbai cyclist have all the fun?
Andheri too has their own popular group called the Buddy riders. The group encourages
cyclist from around Mumbai to share to experiences, rides, interesting routes or anything to
do with cycling.
Where do they ride often?
1.Powai
2.Arey
3. Bandra
4. Mira road
5. Worli
6. NCPA
7. Navi Mumbai
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8. Manori
9.Uran
Wheels and Barrels(Thane group):
A popular cycling Group started in Thane – Wheels and Barrels are here to inspire people to
be on the saddle and contribute towards Society and Environment. It is Supported by
Decathlon. It is a Non-Proﬁt Group with a Motive to Promote Cycling and making our
community bigger and Bigger.
Join Wheels and Barrels by clicking here!
Bikers Meetup:
Way back in 2014, Bikeshark- The urban bicycle store had come up the bikers meetup, where
every Sunday cyclist would meet and ride together. Even today in 2018, the tradition still
continues. If you are interested in riding with them on a Sunday morning, join in!
Join Bikers Meet up By clicking here
Popular Whatsapp groups in South India:Spoke folks:
A cycling community by Decathlon Anubhava, Spoke Folks conduct rides, fun activities,
events and a lot more for the love of cycling. Their main Moto is to make cycling a fun sport
to all.
Where do they ride often?
1.Sadehalli quarry
2.Around Anubhava
3.Avalahalli Forest
4.Bamboo forest, Hennur
Cycling family Marthalli:
Those of you looking for cycling partners, brothers or a family member to ride together in the
South of India, cycling Family Marthalli is what you should be looking at.
The group puts up rides which you can join and explore new places and have fun together.
The group also believes in learning from others sharing experienced and more
Click to Join the group.
Cycling WhatsApp Group Raipur:
TDR Enthusiasts:
Who would have imagined cycling to be popular in Raipur? Trust us, it is! If you don’t believe,
join TDR enthusiasts.
The group not only has fun rides but food rides as well. If you are a foodie from Raipur, here’s
where you need to be!
Where do they ride often?
1. New Raipur
Cycling Whstapp Groups in North India:
Cycloholics:
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Cycloholics is the ultimate destination on WhatsApp for the cyclist who loves to have fun,
crack jokes, ride together, and much more. This group is ideal if you are looking to share
experiences, daily stats and be constantly inspired and motivated.
Join the WhatsApp group by clicking here
Whatsapp Cycling Group in India:
I AM VELOCRUSH:
With an aim to promote cycling in India, we’ve been providing you with cycling tips, product
reviews, interviews and a lot more. We also have our own community I AM VELOCRUSH on
facebook where we interact heavily with you.
But now we want to take it to the next level, and so we created our own Whatsapp group!
1. JOIN I AM VELOCRUSH MUMBAI (Amchi Velocrush)
2. JOIN I AM VELOCRUSH PUNE (Punery Velocrush)
3. JOIN I AM VELOCRUSH THANE (Thanekar)
4. JOIN I AM VELOCRUSH BANGALORE (Bengaluru)
5. JOIN I AM VELOCRUSH DELHI (Dilli)
6. JOIN I AM VELOCRUSH CHENNAI(Macha)
7. JOIN I AM VELOCRUSH NAGPUR
8. JOIN I AM VELOCRUSH NAVI MUMBAI
9. JOIN I AM VELOCRUSH KOLKATA (Bong)
Now it’s your turn!
Do you know any cycling WhatsApp group that should be on this list?
Then leave the link in the comment list below!
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